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I. AVERAGED CONSERVATION LAWS 
As is well known (see, for example, [I, vol. 1, Chap. III]), the fundamental 
partial differential equations for fluid motion and heat transfer are based on 
physical conservation laws for mass, momentum, and energy. However, it is 
not usually feasible to integrate these in full, since they involve three inde- 
pendent space variables X, y, z and (in problems involving transients) the 
time variable t. 
Hence, in many practical applications to flow in pipes and channels, one 
simplifies these equations by using average values of such dependent variables 
as density p, velocity u, mass velocity G = pu, enthalpy H, temperature T, 
etc. These values are usually averaged over the cross-section area A(x) = 
js d’ dz at a fixed distance x along the pipe or channell. In transient problems, 
one considers averaged quantities 
as functions of position x and time t. In problems of steady state flow, one 
considers them as functions of x alone. In problems of turbulent flow, one 
may also need to average quantities with respect to probability measure 
dp(w) in a sample space Q as we11.2 One must then replace (1) by 
1 For simplicity, only pipes and channels which have a straight axis of symmetry 
(the x-axis) will he considered here. 
*See, for example, J. KAMPB DE FCRIET, Thborie statistique de la turbulence, 
in A. BLANC-LAPIERRE AND R. FORTET, eds., “ThCorie des Fonctions Albatoires,” 
Chap. XIV. Masson, Paris, 1953. 
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In statistically time-independent turbulence, one can replace the probability 
average (la) by 
Most two-phase flows in pipes are only statistically predictable; hence the 
averages involved really refer to definitions of the form (la) or (1 b). 
In such practical applications, one then considers the rates of transfer of 
mass, momentum, and energy through the pipe walls and by convection. 
One assumes “balance” equations, or averaged conservation laws, to dejke 
friction factors and heat transfer coefficients. These factors and coefficients 
are measured empirically, and measured values correlated approximately 
by various simple functions (“recommended correlations”) of the averaged 
quantities defined in the preceding paragraph. 
It is well known that the above procedure is not exact, but the author 
knows of no critical analysis of the errors involved. It is the purpose of this 
paper to supply such an analysis, and to use it to suggest some corrections 
for averaging which can be made to improve its accuracy. Special attention 
will be paid to the approximate computation of reactor thermal transients in 
two-phasefEow, by the methods described in [2]. 
II. MASS CONSERVATION; SLIP RATIO 
Exceptionally, if one uses the linear form of the equation of continuity 
(mass conservation), 
ap/at = DivG, G = pu (2) 
no correction for averaging is necessary. Integrating both sides of (2) over the 
cross section, and defining i? by 
44 %G t> = jjlp(x,y, z, t> +,Y, x, t)dy dz, 
we get the exact mass conservation equation (inpermeable walls): 
(3) 
An equivalent formula is 
ap/at = aG/ax + G[A~x)/A(x)], 
which is therefore also exact. 
(4’) 
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However, e = @i is not equal to p . a, because the average of a product 
is not the product of the averages of the factors. In particular, f2 > f” unless 
f is constant. 
Indeed, by the definition of covariance,3 
fg- f* 2 = cov(f,g). 
The covariance off with itself is called the variance off; evidently 
(5) 
Cov(f,f) =f2-p = (f-f)2, (5’) 
and this is a positive unless f = f is constant with probability one. The 
square root of the variance off is called its standard deviation of = @ --f2)l12. 
The dimensionless correlation off and g is then defined as 
ru B) = cov (f, E)/V,~ 
In particular, y(f, f) = 1. 
whence -1 < r(f,g) < 1. (5”) 
As an example, setting f = p, g = u in (5), we get the (exact) equation 
a&q/ax = p azqax + zi ap/ax + a[cov (p, u)]/ax. (6) 
Substituting (6) into (4’), we get another exact equation 
a? at = ~~+~~+~[cov(p,u)] + [p+ Cov(p,u>] $g. (6’) 
Though this equation is often used with the covariance terms omitted (e.g., 
in [3, Sec. 24.7]), this omission is only justified in special cases. For instance, 
the covariance is zero if p = const. 
SLIP RATIO 
The covariance term in (6) is extremely important in two-phasejow-e.g., 
of air (or steam) and water. For simplicity, we suppose the densities pI and 
pe = cpr of the liquid and gas phsaes are constant, and consider only the 
time-independent case. 
Under these assumptions, if R = R(x) is the average void (i.e., gas) volume 
fraction at height x, then 
PC4 = [Rpg + (1 - RI PJ = [1 + G - 1) RI pz. (7) 
“See, for example, W. FELLER, “An Introduction to Probability Theory and Its 
Applications,” 2nd ed., pp. 215, 222, (5.4). Wiley, New York, 1957. Feller writes 
E(f) where we write j. 
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Again, let ii1 and ri, denote the average axial velocities of the two phases, 
respectively; the ratio OL = z&/8, is called the slip ratio. Clearly 
E(x) = Rzig + (1 - R)zz$ = [l- + (a - 1) R] tit. 
On the other hand, the total mass flow W = CA is 
W = W, + W, = [pgRzZg + ~~(1 - R) n,] A. 
Dividing by A, we get after simplification 
e = pU = [pgaR + pr(l - R)] zil 
= [l - R + acR] p&. 
(7’) 
(7”) 
(8) 
With annular flow of very wet (low “quality”) steam, for example, one 
might have B = 0.002, R = 0.95, a = 5. In this example, $ N 0.06 p& 
would be only a fourth of p + ri N 0.25 j&z&. This shows that the covariance 
Cov (p, u) = pU - /Y . a = [(a - I)(1 - e) R2] pczil (9) 
can actucally be the biggest term of (6) in two-phase flow. This is because 
the density ratio E is small, while the slip ratio 01 can be large. 
III. MOMENTUM CONSERVATION 
The problem of averaging correctly becomes more sophisticated when 
momentum is treated. This was realized by Osborne Reynolds,* who recogn- 
ized that the covariances Cov (ui, u;) = a of the fluctuating velocity 
components determined the momentum transfer by e&‘y viscosity in the 
turbulent flow of an incomprehensible fluid, though the Reynolds “eddy 
stresses” puiuj. 
Our interest here, however, will center around the simpler problem of 
averaged momentum conservation in ducts. For example, in a pipe with 
vertical walls (hence constant cross section A), Newton’s Second Law gives 
T$ [j-j-j- pu dR] = --A4 - mg - jj” T dS - Ad@). 
Here the terms have the following meaning: the left side, with dR = dx dy dz 
integrated over V,, = A x [x0, x1], is the time rate of change of vertical 
momentum; the difference symbol d refers to the difference between averages 
4 See, for example, [4, Art. 3691. 
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at x = x,, and at x = x1 ; m = ssj p dR is the mass of fluid in V,,, at time t. 
The symbol Q- denotes vertical shear stress on the wall, and dS is the differ- 
ential of wall area; the last term of (10) re p resents the net convection of 
momentum. 
Dividing (10) through by the volume A(x, - x,,) = A& and passing 
to the limit as dx J 0, we get 
a6F;I) 2? a 
at = -gp-y&[p+pu7, (11) 
where r = 2Alr is the hydraulic radius: twice the ratio of the cross section 
area of the pipe to its inner perimeter.5 
Neumann-Hagenbach Inlet Correction 
As a first application of the need for including covariance terms in averaged 
momentum conservation laws, we consider the Poiseuille Law for the time- 
independent laminar flow of an incompressible fluid in a straight pipe of con- 
stant cross section. Since the flow is steady, a/at = 0; since the fluid is incom- 
pressible, we can set fi = p = const. Hence Cov (p, U) = 0 in (6) - (6’). 
Hence, if we define the static head as h = $ + pgx, we get from (11) in time- 
independent flow, 
aLlax + pa(;lij/ax = -2~1~. 
Integrating from x0 to x,, we get 
(12) 
h(x,) - h(x,) = @(xl) - 2(x,)] + ; ,I; T dx. (12’) 
It is customary to replace 2 by ~2 in (12’), where ZZ(X~) = $x,,) = G/p = 
const. by mass conservation; the term in square brackets then vanishes. 
But this is wrong, as was first observed by Neumann and Hagenbach (see 
[5, Arts. 16-171). At the inlet, 2 = pa2 = G2/p approximately, since the 
velocity is nearly uniform. But in established Poiseuille flow in a circular pipe, 
ri = urnax/ while 2 = u&J6 = 3ri2/2; h ence if the pipe is long, the term 
in square brackets is approximately G2/2p2, or Cov (u, u) at x1. This gives 
the Neumann-Hagenbach inlet correction G2/2p. In two-dimensional Poiseuille 
flow, p Cov (u, U) = G2/p and the inlet correction is twice as large. 
In turbulent flow, when the time-averaged velocity (cf. (lb)) is nearly 
constant except near the walls, the inlet correction is much smaller. However, 
one must also consider the contribution to 2 from turbulence itself. This 
gives a contribution of 19, where I is (by definition) the intensity of turbulence. 
s In (1 I), i is averaged over the perimeter. 
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Averaged Bernoulli Law 
By subtracting u times the mass conservation equation from the averaged 
momentum equation, one gets a variant of the Bernouilli Law for ducts, 
commonly derived along stream tubes in inviscid flow from energy conserva- 
tion. We will now make this calculation for an incompressible fluids of 
constant density p, so that Cov (p,f) = 0. We will permit the duct cross 
section A(x) to be variable, but will assume its axis to be straight. We will 
neglect the small difference between T cos 0 and b, as is done in [3]. Under 
these hypotheses, the analog of (10) is 
at a [/Ilp C(x) A(x) dx] = --A[@ + p2) A(x)] - hAA - mg - 1s 7 dS. 
Dividing through by AAx and passing to the limit as Ax 4 0, we get the 
following analog of (11): 
aa pz= -pg-2? 
r 
- ; (j + ps) - pG(A’/A). (13) 
We now subtract from (13) the product ti times (4’), and divide by p, getting 
corrections for covariance 
= _ ; 2& [u”- C2] _ g [Z _ C2]* 
\ v , 
corrections for covariance 
Since ~2 = 2 Cov (E(, u), this can also be written 
azz 
z = -g -~-~[~+;2]-;~cov(U,U)-~COV(U,U). (14) 
. v  / 
corrections 
V. ENTHALPY CONVECTION IN LIQUIDS 
Averaged conservation laws for energy can be derived similarly. We treat 
first enthalpy convection in liquids, making the approximate assumption 
(not valid in gases) that the increases in thermal energy due to the work of 
compression and to dissipation of kinetic energy are negligible. 
6 Compressible flow is treated in [3, Sec. 24.1. However, the corrections for co- 
variance are ignored in [3]. 
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Under this hypothesis, letting p be the rate of thermal energy transfer to 
the fluid (per unit wall area and time), we have on any interval a < x < b: 
a [J‘” 44 PH ax] = --d[A(x)(puH)] + f J” A(x)F dx, at ~ a 
where df =f(b) -f(a). Dividing through by b - a = da, and letting da 
tend to zero, we get after division by A: 
(16) 
where Y = 2A/r is again the hydraulic radius. In a tube of constant cross 
section, this can also be written as 
@)/at + a(GH)Iax = 2~1~. (16’) 
Note that, though aG/ax = 0, it is not true in general that a(GH)/ax = 
G aR/ax, because y(G, H) may depend on x7. 
Distance to Bulk Boiling 
We now estimate the distance to bulk boiling, under the approximate 
assumptions made above. For simplicity, we consider only time-independent 
conditions; we consider a channel of constant cross section A(x) = A; and 
we suppose uniform inlet flow. Then G(x) = G is independent of x; and we 
let AH = H - Hi, where Hi denotes the inlet enthalpy. Since AH E 0 
at the inlet, (15) can then be written 
2 a 
pAH=;[ qdx. 
0 
In terms of the covariance, we have therefore 
2” - 
-I qdx= GAH= GdHfcov(pu,H), 
y 0 
(18) 
or, passing to the limit 
c4 aqax = 2&r - a[cov (p,q]/a~. 
In flow between heated walls, there is a strong negutiwe correlation between 
‘See [2, (311, in which &is included, but the correlation y is neglected. Cf. [6, (17)], 
[6, (23)] and [6, (291, which are not equivalent to [2, (3)]. 
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pu and AH, because the velocity is low near the walls, where AH is greatest. 
(In liquids, we can take p to be sensibly constant.) As a result, bulk boiling 
will begin locally before (2/r) r: q dx equals the energy required to heat the 
coolant to the boiling point. 
VI. TWO-PHASE FLOW 
To prepare the way for later applications, we will now derive expressions 
for some of the averages occurring in the preceding expressions in the case 
of two-phase flow, under conventional simplifying assumptions. First, we will 
again assume that the densities pt and pe = <pa are constant in each phase, 
as was done in deriving Eqs. (7)-(g). N ex , t we will consider only the case 
A(x) = A = const. of constant cross-section area. And finally, we will 
assume that the liquid phase is at one constant enthalpy H,, and the gas 
phase at another, H, = H, + NV. Since variations in the enthalpy of each 
phase are typically only a few gcal/gram, while H, is (at least) the heat of 
vaporization, which is several hundred gcal/gram, the preceding assumption 
is approximately fulfilded in bulk boiling. 
The preceding hypotheses are also approximately fulfilled with bulk boiling 
of water in flow through heated tubes, provided that relative variations 
Ap/p in pressure are small. Specifically, Ap determines corresponding changes 
Apt, Apg, AH,, and AH, through the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. The 
condition is that Apg/pg, Apc/pr, AH,/H,, and AH,/H, should all be small. 
This is the case when Ap/p is small. 
Under the preceding hypotheses, p = [l - (1 - c)R]pl is given by (7); 
we define X, = Rpg/p as the “batch quality”, * it is the mass-fraction in the 
gas phase. A calculation like that used to derive (7) gives 
I? = R(H, + H,) + (1 - R)H, = Hz + RH, (20) 
for the volume-averaged enthalpy. The mass-averaged enthalpy is given, 
similarly, by* 
H* = z/p = XmHg + (1 - Xm) Hl = Hz + X,,,H,. w*) 
Hence, in two-phase flow, the quantity pH occurring in (16) can be rewritten 
as 
p% = pH* = pHg + ~~(1 - R) H, = p[H, + XmHJ. (21) 
1 The quantity denoted H* here is denoted Ein [6, (1 l)]. In [2] and [6J, all quantities 
are assumed to be single-valued functions of it. 
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The average puH occurring in (16) can be computed, much as F was com- 
puted in (a), to be 
,ii?f= ?%i = plz&[(l - R)H, + E(YR(H~ + H,)]. (22) 
The flow-averaged or “mixing cup” enthalpy H’ = E/G is, therefore, 
using (a), 
cueRH, 
H’ = Hl + (1 _ R) + olcR = Ht f XHvs 
where X is the “flow quality” W,/ W from (7”). 
Enthalpy Conservation 
Under the preceding hypotheses, one can evaluate equation (16’) for 
enthalpy conservation in a tube of constant cross section, in at least two 
ways. By probability theory, since p% = $? + Cov (p, H) and GH = (I?R + 
Cov (G, H), we obtain 
4 (pH) = j g + Rg + ; [Cov (p, H)]. 
Substituting into (16’), and utilizing the mass-conservation relation ajT/at + 
@/ax = 0, we get 
-= G~+j~+;[Cov(G,H)]+;[Cov(p,H)]. VJ (24) r 
Alternatively, we can use (21) to derive 
qpiyat = Hg +/at - plHv aR/at. 
Likewise, (22) implies 
a(GW 
ax 
= PI 3 [(I 
ax - R) Ht + =W4 + Hvll 
+ P&l 
!  
g F-4 + =&I + RH, f (4 1, 
These expressions can also be substituted into (16’), and presumably sim- 
plified using mass conservation. 
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Momentum Conservation 
Obviously, the treatment of averaged momentum conservation is more 
complicated in two-phase than in one-phase flow, since it involves the void 
fraction R, the slip ratio 01, and the density ratio E of the two phases, defined 
in Section II. 
One interesting extreme case has been treated byFauskeQ: time-independent 
critical annular jIow without change of phase (i.e., with constant R), and 
with dG/dp = 0 (maximal flow rate). In this case, by (7) and (8), we have 
G2 -= [P& + ~41 - RN2 ti2 = [1 - R + =Rl” u2 
P RPB + (1 - R)P, ' [l -R+ ER] L 
(25) 
If the velocity u s = zi, = CXZZ, and uz = ZZ, of each phase is supposed constant, 
then we have the contrasting formula for the momentum per unit area: 
Pu2 = RcP,(aU,)2 + (1 - R)p& = [Rd + (1 - R)Ip,u;. (25*) 
Using this formula, and considering (averaged) momentum conservation for 
the liquid and gas phases separately, Fauske has concluded that (Y = ~z~/us 
in critical annular flow, and has confirmed this prediction experimentally. 
This seems surprising a priori. One would expect the velocity profile 
in the liquid film near the wall to be roughly linear, corresponding to a shear 
layer, and the gas core to be moving at nearly constant velocity. One would 
expect the formula 01 = G to correspond only to pure acceleration from 
rest, under conditions permitting very little of the pressure head dp N p,& N 
p& to be dissipated in shear stress. 
VII. ENERGY CONSERVATION IN GASES 
In (nearly) perfect gases, the thermal energy E = c,T per unit mass is 
often a more convenient variable to use than the specific enthalpy 
H = E + p/p, since it involves the temperature directly. It is also often 
convenient to consider the total energy E = E + q2/2 per unit mass, where 
q2 = 242 + 02 + w2 is the squared flow speed, even though q2 is not measured, 
We will now derive a form of the principle of energy conservation (First 
Law of Thermodynamics), considering for simplicity only the case of a 
cylindrical tube of constant cross-section area A(x) = A. We will apply this 
principle to the segment a < x < b, letting df(x, y, z) denote f(b, y, z) - 
fb Y, 4. 
9 H. FAUSKE, Proc. 1961 Heat Transfer Fluid Mech. Inst., Stanford, pp. 79-89. 
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The rate at which pressure does work on the segment of gas, per unit time, 
is 
- j j 4.h Y, 4 4% Y, 414 dz = - j j j [a(pWx] dx dy dx. (264 
The rate at which energy is being transported into the segment by convection 
is 
- 
J-J 4(x, Y, 4 4x, Y, 4 2(x, Y, 414 dx 
Wb) 
=- 
SSJ‘ 
[a(pd)/ax] dx dy dx. 
The rate at which thermal energy is supplied to it is 
Hence, if friction heating is negligible in comparison with thermal heating, 
the principle of energy conservation states that 
$z]= - $+-$q+;q. (27) 
Setting D/Dt = a/at + ii a/ax, this can be rewritten in the convenient form 
DEpEl= 
Dt - g [Cov 04 Pm. (27’) 
In the preceding equation, it is convenient to have a separate expression 
for D(s)/Dt, the rate at which mechanical energy is being converted to 
heat by internal friction. This is given in terms of the viscosity p (and a small 
term associated with the bulk viscosity p’), in terms of the average rates of 
deformation and dilatation. They can be correlated with the shear stress 7, 
but the latter does not directly cause dissipation of mechanical energy because 
the wall is stationary. 
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